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RZV0BY - ROJAS MCCARTY
“Comprehensive scholarship and convincing reasoning, enhanced
by an excellent translation, place this work on a level with the
best of David Glantz” (Dennis Showalter, award-winning author of
Patton and Rommel). This groundbreaking book examines the battle of Kursk between the Red Army and Wehrmacht, with a particular emphasis on its beginning on July 12, as the author works to
clarify the relative size of the contending forces, the actual area
of this battle, and the costs suﬀered by both sides. Valeriy Zamulin’s study of the crucible of combat during the titanic clash at
Kursk—the ﬁghting at Prokhorovka—is now available in English. A
former staﬀ member of the Prokhorovka Battleﬁeld State Museum, Zamulin has dedicated years of his life to the study of the battle of Kursk, and especially the ﬁghting on its southern ﬂank involving the famous attack of the II SS Panzer Corps into the teeth
of deeply echeloned Red Army defenses. A product of ﬁve years
of intense research into the once-secret Central Archives of the

Russian Ministry of Defense, this book lays out in enormous detail
the plans and tactics of both sides, culminating in the famous and
controversial clash at Prokhorovka on July 12, 1943. Zamulin skillfully weaves reminiscences of Red Army and Wehrmacht soldiers
and oﬃcers into the narrative of the ﬁghting, using in part ﬁles belonging to the Prokhorovka Battleﬁeld State Museum. Zamulin
has the advantage of living in Prokhorovka, so he has walked the
ground of the battleﬁeld many times and has an intimate knowledge of the terrain. Examining the battle primarily from the Soviet side, Zamulin reveals the real costs and real achievements of
the Red Army at Kursk, and especially Prokhorovka. He examines
mistaken deployments and faulty decisions that hampered the
Voronezh Front’s eﬀorts to contain the Fourth Panzer Army’s assault, and the valiant, self-sacriﬁcial ﬁghting of the Red Army’s
soldiers and junior oﬃcers as they sought to slow the German advance and crush the II SS Panzer Corps with a heavy counterattack at Prokhorovka. Illustrated with numerous maps and photographs (including present-day views of the battleﬁeld), and sup-
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plemented with extensive tables of data, Zamulin’s book is an outstanding contribution to the growing literature on the battle of
Kursk, and further demolishes many of the myths and legends
that grew up around it.
This thesis considers the extent to which Soviet ascendancy over
Germany by late 1943 can be attributed to a resurgence of operational art. Discussion begins with an overview of operational art
and the development of the theory up to 1937. It explains the signiﬁcant diﬀerences between Soviet and western terminology and
discusses the writings of key Russian and Soviet theorists, as well
as the opinions of contemporary historians. The thesis proceeds
to examine two campaigns. First, the Soviet Winter 1942-43 oﬀensives and German counteroﬀensives. This period saw the surrender of the German 6th Army at Stalingrad but ended in operational defeat for the Red Army. Turning to the campaigns of summer
1943 that began with Operation CITADEL, the thesis examines
the struggle better known as the Battle of Kursk. This study includes the Soviet 1943 summer oﬀensives and concludes in October 1943, by which time the Germans had suﬀered a signiﬁcant
operational and strategic defeat. The thesis analyses the extent
to which the reemergence of operational art was responsible for
the reversal in Soviet fortunes. It also discusses other factors that
contributed to Soviet success and to German failures.
On ﬁrst publication, this uncommonly concise and readable account of Soviet Russia's clash with Nazi Germany utterly changed
our understanding of World War II on Germany's Eastern Front,
immediately earning its place among top-shelf histories of the
world war. Revised and updated to reﬂect recent Russian and
Western scholarship on the subject, much of it the authors' own
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work, this new edition maintains the 1995 original's distinction as
a crucial volume in the history of World War II and of the Soviet
Union and the most informed and compelling perspective on one
of the greatest military confrontations of all time. In 1941, when
Pearl Harbor shattered America's peacetime pretensions, the German blitzkrieg had already blasted the Red Army back to Moscow. Yet, less than four years later, the Soviet hammer-and-sickle
ﬂew above the ruins of Berlin, stark symbol of a miraculous comeback that destroyed the Germany Army and put an end to Hitler's
imperial designs. In swift and stirring prose, When Titans Clash
provides the clearest, most complete account of this epic struggle, especially from the Soviet perspective. Drawing on the massive and unprecedented release of Soviet archival documents in
recent decades, David Glantz, one of the world's foremost authorities on the Soviet military, and noted military historian Jonathan
House expand and elaborate our picture of the Soviet war
eﬀort—a picture sharply diﬀerent from accounts that emphasize
Hitler's failed leadership over Soviet strategy and might. Rafts of
newly available oﬃcial directives, orders, and reports reveal the
true nature and extraordinary scale of Soviet military operations
as they swept across the one thousand miles from Moscow to Berlin, featuring stubborn defenses and monumental oﬀensives and
counteroﬀensives and ultimately costing the two sides combined
a staggering twenty million casualties. Placing the war within its
wider context, the authors also make use of recent revelations to
clarify further the political, economic, and social issues that inﬂuenced and reﬂected what happened on the battleﬁeld. Their
work gives us new insight into Stalin's political motivation and
Adolf Hitler's role as warlord, as well as a better understanding of
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the human and economic costs of the war—for both the Soviet
Union and Germany. While incorporating a wealth of new information, When Titans Clashed remains remarkably compact, a tribute
to the authors' determination to make this critical chapter in
world history as accessible as it is essential.
An overview of World War II, from the events leading up to the
war, to the war crimes trials after the war, in a timeline format.
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This book provides an in-depth study of the Soviet Army during
the oﬀensive operations that started with Battle of Stalingrad in
December 1942 and went until Spring 1943. The lessons learned
by the Soviet Army from these experiences helped design the military steamroller that decimated the German panzer divisions at
Kursk in the Summer of 1943.
In the summer of 1943, following defeat at Stalingrad, Hitler
sought a decisive battle that would turn the struggle on the Eastern Front in the Germans' favor. What followed was the largest
tank battle the world has ever seen. This book looks at each component of the brigade in turn, their structure, equipment and
what they did on 11th July.

"The greatest tank battle in world history, known as Operation CITADEL, opened during the early hours of 5 July 1943, and its outcome was to decide the eventual outcome of the war on the Eastern Front. Images of War—Battle of Kursk 1943, is an illustrated
account of this pivotal battle of the war on the Eastern Front,
when the Germans threw 900,000 men and 2,500 tanks against
1,300,000 soldiers and 3,000 tanks of the Red Army in a savage
battle of attrition.Unlike many pictorial accounts of the war on the
Eastern Front, Battle of Kursk 1943 draws upon both German and
Russian archive material, all of which are rare or unpublished.
The images convey the true scale, intensity and horror of the
ﬁghting at Kursk, as the Germans tried in vain to batter their way
through the Soviet defensive systems. The battle climaxed at the
village of Prokhorovka, which involved some 1,000 tanks ﬁghting
each other at pointblank range.During this vicious two week battle the Red Army dealt the Panzerwaﬀe a severe battering from
which the German war eﬀort was never to recover fully. Kursk
ﬁnally ended the myth of German invincibility."
America's foremost expert on Russian military history has written
the ﬁrst book in English on one of the great battles on the Eastern
front during World War II. Illustrations & maps.

On 22 June 1941 Hilter unleashed his forces on the Soviet Union.
Spearheaded by four powerful Panzer groups and protected by an
impenetrable curtain of air support, the seemingly invincible
Wehrmacht advanced from the Soviet Union's western borders to
the immediate outskirts of Leningrad, Moscow and Rostov in the
shockingly brief period of less than six months. The sudden,
deep, relentless German advance virtually destroyed the entire
peacetime Red Army and captured almost 40 percent of European Russia before expiring inexplicably at the gates of Moscow
and Leningrad. An invasion designed to achieve victory in three
to six weeks failed and, four years later, resulted in unprecendented and total German defeat. David Glantz challenges the time-honoured explanation that poor weather, bad terrain and Hitler's
faulty strategic judgement produced German defeat, and reveals
how the Red Army thwarted the German Army's dramatic and apparently inexorable invasion before it achieved its ambitious
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goals.
In this book, noted historian of the Battle of Kursk Valeriy Zamulin, the author of multiple Russian-language books on the Battle of Kursk and Destroying the Myth: The Tank Battle at
Prokhorovka, Kursk, July 1943: An Operational Narrative takes a
fresh look at several controversial and neglected topics regarding
the battle and its run-up. He starts with a detailed look at the Soviet and Russian historiography on the battle, showing how initially promising research was swamped by Party dogma and censorship during the Brezhnev area, before being resumed with the collapse of the Soviet Union. Zamulin then transitions to discussions
of how the southern shoulder of the Kursk bulge was formed, preparations for the battle on both sides, and the size and composition of Model’s Ninth Army. He then examines such controversial
topics as whether or not the II SS Panzer Corps was aware of the
pending Soviet counterattack at Prokhorovka, and the eﬀectiveness of the Soviet preemptive barrage that struck the German
troops that were poised to attack. Zamulin also discusses
whether or not General Vatutin, the Commander-in-Chief of
Voronezh Front, erred when arranging his defenses. Zamulin also
takes a look at how the myth of 1,500 tanks colliding on a narrow
strip of farm ﬁelds became perpetuated in Soviet and foreign history books, when in fact it was impossible for the 5th Guards
Tank Army’s tanks to attack in massive wave after wave due to
the constrictions of the terrain. Zamulin also reveals incidents of
the battle that were long kept “behind the curtain” by Soviet censorship. For example, the 183rd Riﬂe Division defending the
Prokhorovka axis was repeatedly struck by friendly aircraft, and a
Soviet tank counterattack overran the positions of one of its bat-
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talions. Zamulin discusses other cases of fratricide in the
Voronezh Front, including the death of one of the 1st Tank Army’s
foremost tank commanders in a friendly ﬁre incident. In the process, he reveals that a wave of suicides swept through the junior
command staﬀ of the 5th Guards Tank Army immediately prior to
the famous counteroﬀensive on 12 July 1943. All in all, Valeriy Zamulin with this collection of essays and articles, two of which
have been reprinted from the Journal of Slavic Military History,
makes a new contribution to our knowledge and understanding of
this pivotal, epochal battle of the Second World War.
Antony Beevor's Stalingrad is a harrowing look at one of history's
darkest moments. In October 1942, a panzer oﬃcer wrote 'Stalingrad is no longer a town... Animals ﬂee this hell; the hardest
stones cannot bear it for long; only men endure'. The battle for
Stalingrad became the focus of Hitler and Stalin's determination
to win the gruesome, vicious war on the eastern front. The citizens of Stalingrad endured unimaginable hardship; the battle,
with ﬁerce hand-to-hand ﬁghting in each room of each building,
was brutally destructive to both armies. But the eventual victory
of the Red Army, and the failure of Hitler's Operation Barbarossa,
was the ﬁrst defeat of Hitler's territorial ambitions in Europe, and
the start of his decline. An extraordinary story of tactical genius,
civilian bravery, obsession, carnage and the nature of war itself,
Stalingrad will act as a testament to the vital role of the soviet
war eﬀort. 'A superb re-telling. Beevor combines a soldier's understanding of war's realities with the narrative techniques of a novelist . . . This is a book that lets the reader look into the face of
battle' Orlando Figes, Sunday Telegraph 'A brilliantly researched
tour de force of military history' Sarah Bradford, The Times
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Antony Beevor is the renowned author of Stalingrad, which won
the Samuel Johnson Prize, the Wolfson Prize for History and the
Hawthornden Prize for Literature, and Berlin, which received the
ﬁrst Longman-History Today Trustees' Award. His books have sold
nearly four million copies.
The Battle of Kursk was one of the deﬁning moments of World
War II. In July 1943, German forces under Erich von Manstein--one
of Germany’s best generals--launched a massive attack in an
oﬀensive code-named Citadel. A week later, the Soviets counterattacked, sparking a huge clash of tanks at Prokhorovka, the
largest armor battle in history, pitting more than 600 Soviet tanks
against some 300 German panzers. Though the Germans gained
a tactical victory, destroying huge numbers of Soviet tanks, they
failed to achieve their objectives, and in the end the battle
marked a turning point on the Eastern Front. The Red Army
gained the strategic initiative and would not lose it.
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also gives entirely new insights into the historiographic appraisal
of this battle, putting thoroughly researched facts against erroneous popular beliefs, myths and legends that have been passed
down among historians for generations.
In his classic work, On War, Carl von Clausewitz wrote, “As we
shall show, defense is a stronger form of ﬁghting than attack.” A
generation of nineteenth century oﬃcers, nurtured on the study
of the experiences of Napoleon and conditioned by the wars of
German uniﬁcation, had little reason to accept that view. The
oﬀensive spirit swept through European armies and manifested itself in the regulations, plans, and mentality of those armiehe
events of 1939, 1940, and 1941 in Poland, France, and Russia respectively again challenged Clausewitz’ claim of the superiority of
the defense and prompted armies worldwide to frantically ﬁeld
large armored forces and develop doctrines for their use. While blitzkrieg concepts ruled supreme, it fell to that nation victimized
most by those concepts to develop techniques to counter the German juggernaut. The Soviets had to temper a generation of oﬀensive tradition in order to marshal forces and develop techniques
to counter blitzkrieg. In essence, the Soviet struggle for survival
against blitzkrieg proved also to be a partial test of Clausewitz’
dictum. In July 1943, after arduous months of developing defensive techniques, often at a high cost in terms of men and material, the Soviets met blitzkrieg head-on and proved that defense
against it was feasible. The titanic, grinding Kursk operation validated, in part, Clausewitz’ views. But it also demonstrated that
careful study of force organization and employment and application of the fruits of that study can produce either oﬀensive or defensive victory. While on the surface the events of Kursk seemed

The Battle of Kursk in the summer of 1943 was one of the greatest battles in military history involving more than 3 million
soldiers, 10,000 tanks and 8,000 aircraft. While many books have
been written on this allegedly most decisive battle of the Second
World War, many legends live on, above all because of misleading information that recur in most publications - even in the most
recent ones. Based on almost 20 years of research reassessing
the primary sources, Roman Toeppel sheds light on the phase of
decision-making, the preparations and the development of the
battle in an engaging style that grips the reader's attention from
the ﬁrst page on. The author concentrates on little-known developments and events leading the reader to astonishing results. He
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to validate Clausewitz’ view, it is often forgotten that, at Kursk,
the Soviets integrated the concept of counteroﬀensive into their
grand defensive designs. Thus the defense itself was meaningless
unless viewed against the backdrop of the renewed oﬀensive
eﬀorts and vice versa. What Kursk did prove was that strategic,
operational, and tactical defenses could counter blitzkrieg.
David L. Robbins delivers another "pitch-perfect blend of ﬁction
and history" on the Battle of Kursk: the desperate clash of steel
on the battleﬁeld that destroyed Germany's crucial Panzer forces,
paving the way for the Russian counteroﬀensive advance that
would end in the fall of Berlin. Peering unﬂinchingly into the eye
of the historical storm, Robbins masterfully weaves impeccable research with a riveting tale of soldiers--Soviet and German--as
they prepare for the deadly standoﬀ. In a battle where human
faces are shrouded by the protective armor of killing machines,
there can be no common ground--beyond the quest for victory at
all costs. A remarkable, passionate tale of espionage, deceit, and
unprecedented valor, the tension builds to an unbearable degree
as each soldier waits for the sun to rise on July 5, 1943, the day
that will change history--and their lives--forever. Praise for the
novels of David L. Robbins:
From heavy tanks to self-propelled guns, this highly illustrated
technical guide introduces all the main types of armored ﬁghting
vehicles used by Germany in World War II--organized chronologically and by type. Each of the 120 featured artworks displays authentic markings and color schemes, while the separate models
include exhaustive speciﬁcations. This is a key reference for military modelers and World War II enthusiasts.
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Drawing on evidence never before seen in the West, including
combat records of early engagements, David Glantz claims that
in 1941 the Red Army was poorly trained, inadequately equipped,
ineptly organized, and consequently incapable of engaging in
large-scale military campaigns - and both Hitler and Stalin knew
it. He provides a complete and convincing study of why the Soviets almost lost the war that summer, dispelling many of the
myths about the Red Army that have persisted since the war and
soundly refuting Viktor Suvorov's controversial thesis that Stalin
was planning a preemptive strike against Germany.
This volume oﬀers detailed information about the Red Army's preparation for and conduct of the Battle of Kursk, the nature of the
war on the German Eastern Front, and on the range of horrors
that have characterized warfare in the 20th century.
The one-volume abridged edition of the monumental ﬁve-volume
(3,864 page) Stalingrad Trilogy. Stalingrad oﬀers a sweeping synthesis of this massive confrontation, how it impacted the war, and
why it matters today.
This text is the second of three volumes written by Colonel Glantz
on the contribution of intelligence and deception operations to
the Soviet victory over Nazi Germany. It examines the area where
intelligence and operations overlap; the nature of co-ordination
between the two; and the support provided by intelligence to operational planning and execution (or the absence of such support). This is not a study of intelligence work as such, but of how
intelligence can improve the chances of success on the battleﬁeld
by facilitating the more eﬀective and economical use of troops.
The translated documents (many translated into English for the
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ﬁrst time) and maps which provide the basis for the author's insights, interpretations, and conclusions in Volume 3.
The completion of the monumental history of the decisive World
War II Stalingrad campaign by the world's leading scholar of the
Soviet-Nazi War.
Gain an in-depth understanding of the largest tank engagement
in history that led to staggering losses during WW II. Access to
newly released Soviet material adds detail to this legendary
conﬂict, reconstructing combat and tactical maneuvers. 45 photos. 32 maps.
On July 5, 1943, the greatest land battle in history began when
Nazi and Red Army forces clashed near the town of Kursk, on the
western border of the Soviet Union. Code named “Operation Citadel,” the German oﬀensive would cut through the bulge in the
eastern front that had been created following Germany’s retreat
at the battle of Stalingrad. But the Soviets, well-informed about
Germany’s plans through their network of spies, had months to
prepare. Two million men supported by 6,000 tanks, 35,000 guns,
and 5,000 aircraft convened in Kursk for an epic confrontation
that was one of the most important military engagements in history, the epitome of “total war.” It was also one of the most bloody,
and despite suﬀering seven times more casualties, the Soviets
won a decisive victory that became a turning point in the war.
With unprecedented access to the journals and testimonials of
the oﬃcers, soldiers, political leaders, and citizens who lived
through it, The Battle of the Tanks is the deﬁnitive account of an
epic showdown that changed the course of history.
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development, successes and failures of the Red Army.
The world's foremost authority on the Soviet Army in World War II
oﬀers the second installment of his pathbreakinbg trilogy on the
epic clash at Stalingrad. The deﬁnitive account of the battle that
produced a major turning point for both the Easterrn Front and
World War II.
As a treasure trove of fresh material, this book addresses aspects
of the Battle of Kursk that have puzzled commentators since
1943.
Major new account of the German drive on Moscow in November
1941, one of the most signiﬁcant battles of World War II.
Volume 1. The campaign intended to secure the Wehrmacht's
ﬂanks had proven one front too many for the German Army. And
now the oﬀensive at Stalingrad, the epic clash that marked Germany's failure on the Eastern Front, was entering its grim ﬁnal
phase. In Book One of the third volume of his acclaimed Stalingrad Trilogy, David Glantz oﬀers the deﬁnitive account--the
"ground truth" to counter a half-century's worth of myth and misinformation--of the beginning of the end of one of the most infamous battles of the Second World War, and one of the most costly in lives and treasure in the annals of history. When Volume
Two left oﬀ, Germany's vaunted Sixth Army, already deﬂected
from its original goal--the Caucasus oil ﬁelds--had been drawn into a desperate war of attrition within the ravaged city of Stalingrad. In Volume Three, Book One, we see the ultimate consequences of the Germans' overreach and the gathering force of
the Red Army's massive manpower and increasingly sophisticated command. After failing repeatedly to ﬁnd and exploit the weak-

A major new account of the Soviet Union at war which charts the
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nesses in Axis defenses, Stalin and the Stavka (High Command)
ﬁnally seized their chance in mid-November of 1942 by launching
a bold and devastating counteroﬀensive, Operation Uranus.
Glantz draws a detailed and vivid account of how, in Operation
Uranus, the Red Army's three fronts defeated and largely destroyed two Romanian armies and encircled the German Sixth
Army and half of the German Fourth Panzer Army in the Stalingrad pocket--turning the Germans' world on its head. Like its predecessor volumes, this one makes extensive use of sources previously out of reach or presumed lost, such as reports from the
Sixth Army's combat journal and newly released Soviet and Russian records. These materials (many cited at length or printed in
their entirety in a companion volume) lend themselves to a strikingly new interpretation of the campaign's planning and execution on both sides--a version of events that once and for all gets
at the ground truth of this historic confrontation.
An exhaustive, illustrated account of Operation Mars, a World
War II battle between Germany and the Soviets that became a catastrophe for the latter, meticulously recounts a contest that was
long kept a secret by Stalin's censors. UP.
The ﬁrst account of this epic battle to include the struggle for territory outside the city of Leningrad recalls Hitler's hubris in invading Russia and the stubborn Soviet resistance that eventually
broke the German Army. (Military History)
An account of the Battle of Stalingrad, based on daily reports
from both sides, outlines the organization and training of both armies and chronicles the German advance, Soviet defenses, and
ﬂanking attacks through September, 1942.
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The riveting new military novel from the bestselling author of
WAR OF THE RATS After the cataclysmic fall of Stalingrad, Germany's campaign in Russia stood on a knife's edge. Hitler had to
break Russia quickly or the war would be over. Thus 'Operation Citadel' was conceived. This was a plan to eliminate the huge
salient around the Russian city of Kursk and trap the enormous
Soviet Army in a noose of German steel. The only trouble was
that the Russians knew it was coming... A powerful look into the
maelstrom of the greatest battle in history, LAST CITADEL follows
the story through the eyes of a remarkable group of people - the
men and women who fought for family, pride, country and, ﬁnally, for survival . . .
Litvin's stark, candid memoir focuses on his more than two years
of service in the Red Army during its war with Germany. Originally written in 1962 and recently revised through extended interviews between author and translator, the result is a gripping account--in a straightforward, matter-of-fact tone--of the trials and
tribulations of being a common Soviet soldier on the Eastern
Front during World War II.
Indhold: Prelude: 1918-1941. The Red Army, 1918-1941; Armed
Truce, 1939-1941; Opposing Armies,1941.
'White-knuckle tension as the two most dangerous snipers in Europe hunt each other through the hell of Stalingrad. Immensely
exciting and terribly authentic' Frederick Forsyth Stalingrad in
1942 is a city in ruins, its Russian defenders ﬁghting to the last
man to repel the invading German army. One of their most potent weapons is the crack sniper school developed by Vasily Zaitsev. Its members can pick oﬀ the enemy at long range, and their
daring tactics - hiding for hours in no man's land until a brief op-
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portunity presents itself - mean that no German, and particularly
no German oﬃcer, can ever feel safe. This part of the battle is as
much psychological as anything, and to counter the continuing
threat to German morale, the Nazi command bring to the city
their own top marksman, Heinz Thorvald. His mission is simple: to
identify, and kill, Zaitsev. Based on a true story, THE WAR OF THE
RATS is a brilliantly compelling thriller which brings vividly to life
probably the most harrowing battlefront of the Second World
War.
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deﬁnitive account of the greatest tank battle of World War II—an
epic clash of machines and men that matched the indomitable
will of the Soviet Red Army against the awesome might of the
Nazi Wehrmacht. While the Battle of Kursk has long captivated
World War II aﬁcionados, it has been unjustly overlooked by historians. Drawing on the masses of new information made available
by the opening of the Russian military archives, Dennis Showalter
at last corrects that error. This battle was the critical turning
point on World War II’s Eastern Front. In the aftermath of the Red
Army’s brutal repulse of the Germans at Stalingrad, the stakes
could not have been higher. More than three million men and
eight thousand tanks met in the heart of the Soviet Union, some
four hundred miles south of Moscow, in an encounter that both
sides knew would reshape the war. The adversaries were at the
peak of their respective powers. On both sides, the generals and
the dictators they served were in agreement on where, why, and
how to ﬁght. The result was a furious death grapple between two
of history’s most formidable ﬁghting forces—a battle that might
possibly have been the greatest of all time. In Armor and Blood,
Showalter re-creates every aspect of this dramatic struggle. He
oﬀers expert perspective on strategy and tactics at the highest
levels, from the halls of power in Moscow and Berlin to the
battleﬁeld command posts on both sides. But it is the author’s exploration of the human dimension of armored combat that truly
distinguishes this book. In the classic tradition of John Keegan’s
The Face of Battle, Showalter’s narrative crackles with insight into the unique dynamics of tank warfare—its eﬀect on men’s
minds as well as their bodies. Scrupulously researched, exhaustively documented, and vividly illustrated, this book is a chilling

After the defeat at Stalingrad, Hitler had lost his momentum and
was looking for a way to regain it. Operation Citadel was the intended means to fulﬁll that objective. If successful, a number of
Soviet armies would be destroyed and the front line shortened, allowing for a better disposition of troops and a chance to rebuild
Germany's exhausted reserves. This book provides comprehensive coverage of the operational events on both salients. It also includes critical analysis of both sides that points out errors of judgment or application that collectively had an important impact on
campaign results. The book is highly annotated to give the reader
additional sources to study and to provide additional perspectives
to gain as complete an understanding of this critical campaign as
possible. Besides an extensive text, the book's key strength is its
mapping - 32 full-page color maps are accompanied by 7 large
foldout sheets of maps, also in color. Together these specially
commissioned maps provide a remarkably detailed guide to the
combat operations. Thunder at Prokhorovka is destined to become an important reference to the Battle of Kursk.
One of America’s most distinguished military historians oﬀers the
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testament to man’s ability to build and to destroy. When the dust
settled, the ﬁeld at Kursk was nothing more than a wasteland of
steel carcasses, dead soldiers, and smoking debris. The Soviet victory ended German hopes of restoring their position on the Eastern Front, and put the Red Army on the road to Berlin. Armor and
Blood presents readers with what will likely be the authoritative
study of Kursk for decades to come. Advance praise for Armor
and Blood “The size and the brutality of the vast tank battle at
Kursk appalls, this struggle that gives an especially dark meaning
to that shopworn phrase ‘last full measure.’ Prepare yourself for a
wild and feverish ride over the steppes of Russia. You can have
no better guide than Dennis E. Showalter, who speaks with an authority equaled by few military historians.”—Robert Cowley,
founding editor of MHQ: The Quarterly Journal of Military History
“A fresh, skillful, and complete synthesis of recent revelations
about this famous battle . . . As a myth buster, Armor and Blood
is a must-read for those interested in general and military history.”—David M. Glantz, editor of The Journal of Slavic Military
Studies “Refreshingly crisp, pointed prose . . . Throughout,
[Showalter] demonstrates his adeptness at interweaving discussions of big-picture strategy with interesting revelations and anecdotes. . . . Showalter does his best work by keeping his sights set
ﬁrmly on the battle at hand, while also parsing the conﬂict for developments that would have far-reaching consequences for the
war.”—Publishers Weekly
The German invasion of the Soviet Union on June 22, 1941, began
a war that lasted nearly four years and created by far the bloodiest theater in World War II. In the conventional narrative of this
war, Hitler was defeated by Stalin because, like Napoleon, he un-
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derestimated the size and resources of his enemy. In fact, says
historian John Mosier, Hitler came very close to winning and lost
only because of the intervention of the western Allies. Stalin’s
great triumph was not winning the war, but establishing the prevailing interpretation of the war. The Great Patriotic War, as it is
known in Russia, would eventually prove fatal, setting in motion
events that would culminate in the collapse of the Soviet Union.
Deathride argues that the Soviet losses in World War II were unsustainable and would eventually have led to defeat. The Soviet
Union had only twice the population of Germany at the time, but
it was suﬀering a casualty rate more than two and a half times
the German rate. Because Stalin had a notorious habit of imprisoning or killing anyone who brought him bad news (and often
their families as well), Soviet battleﬁeld reports were fantasies,
and the battle plans Soviet generals developed seldom responded to actual circumstances. In this respect the Soviets waged war
as they did everything else: through propaganda rather than actual achievement. What saved Stalin was the Allied decision to
open the Mediterranean theater. Once the Allies threatened Italy,
Hitler was forced to withdraw his best troops from the eastern
front and redeploy them. In addition, the Allies provided heavy vehicles that the Soviets desperately needed and were unable to
manufacture themselves. It was not the resources of the Soviet
Union that defeated Hitler but the resources of the West. In this
provocative revisionist analysis of the war between Hitler and
Stalin, Mosier provides a dramatic, vigorous narrative of events
as he shows how most previous histories accepted Stalin’s lies
and distortions to produce a false sense of Soviet triumph.
Deathride is the real story of the Eastern Front, fresh and diﬀer-
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ent from what we thought we knew.
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